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Skaneateles, NY – May 18, 2021 — WetStone Technologies, the world’s leading 
provider of commercial steganography detection and analysis software, today 
announced a value-added reseller agreement with DGForensiks, an international 
partner dedicated to addressing the digital forensics requirements of their clients in 
Mexico.  The agreement encompasses the resale of WetStone’s StegoHunt™ 
MP, StegoCommand™, and Gargoyle Investigator™ MP products.  

“WetStone has had a successful history of working with DGForensiks to provide our 
digital forensics solutions to the law enforcement and intelligence community in Mexico,” 
said Carlton Jeffcoat, Senior Vice-President of WetStone Technologies. “As a member of 
our reseller network, we look forward to partnering even more closely with DGForensiks 
to address the needs of this important market with our industry-leading malware 
discovery and steganography detection and analysis tools.” 

“The world is changing and moving fast, and we must move in the same direction with 
our everyday investigations. That is why DGForensiks evolves constantly with its 
technology to offer the best solutions to our customers across the country,” said Cindy 
Vazquez, Founder of DGForensiks. “WetStone Technologies has proven to have the 
best tools for solving problems associated with Malware Discovery and Steganography. 
It will be our pleasure to work together to provide the best solutions and services.” 

WetStone Technologies, Inc.: (www.wetstonetech.com) is a global provider of innovative 
cyber security solutions. Since 1997 WetStone has equipped their customers with the 
research, technologies, trainings, and services that are needed to defend against today’s 
cyber criminals. WetStone is a subsidiary of Allen Corporation of America 
(www.allencorp.com). 

DGForensiks is a leader in the sale, distribution and implementation of digital forensics 
and intelligence solutions and services in Mexico. (https://dgforensiks.mx/) 

For more information, please contact: 

WetStone Technologies, Inc. 
Phone: 1-844-4-WETSTN (1-844-493-8786) 
Phone: 571.340.3474 
sales@wetstonetech.com     
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